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1. Introduction 
This document is a detailed Deployment Guide for Netronome Agilio OvS, which integrates 
Mirantis OpenStack 8.0 Fuel with Agilio Network Adaptors for use as Compute hosts. It provides 
a reference architecture for deploying the solution and detailed installation instructions. The 
document also notes limitations of the driver and integration, describes tests performed during 
validation, and provides the results of these tests. 
This document does not provide details on the Agilio OvS solution itself. For more information, 
please consult the Getting Started Guide, User's Guide, Programmer's Reference Manual and 
Release Notes in the Agilio OvS Software Release 2.2 section at https://support.netronome.com . 

1.1 Target Audience 
The target audience of this document is systems integration specialists aiming to install and use 
Agilio network adaptors in an OpenStack deployment.  Familiarity with the Agilio OvS product, 
SR-IOV, VF passthrough, hugepages, vhost-user and the VirtIO Relay is highly recommended. 
Familiarity is assumed with Mirantis Fuel 8.0 and OpenStack Liberty. 

2. Product Overview 
The Product Brief for Agilio OvS is located at: 
https://www.netronome.com/media/redactor_files/PB_Agilio_OvS_SW.pdf 
 
Mirantis OpenStack and Fuel provide a seamless deployment solution for an OpenStack Cloud 
utilizing Agilio OvS. 

3. Joint Reference Architecture 
The Agilio OvS Software Architecture White Paper is located at: 
https://www.netronome.com/media/redactor_files/WP_Agilio_SW.pdf 
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Agilio OvS integrates with OpenStack on the compute node by providing three different plugging 
methods to connect the instances to the SmartNIC. 

● Software: This is the classic mechanism where the the OvS softswitch processing is done 
on the hypervisor. 

● Passthrough: This method provides a VM with an SR-IOV device using the IOMMU 
passthrough mechanism. Packet processing is done on the SmartNIC and the VM has low 
latency access to a PCI device. 

● Relay: This method provides a compromise between the other two methods. Packet 
processing is done on the SmartNIC. A VirtIO Relay client runs on the hypervisor that 
connects to the VM. The VM provides a VirtIO device instead of a native PCI device. Live 
migration is supported with this method. 

 
This solution adds support for Agilio OvS to the OpenStack OvS Mechanism driver, OpenStack 
Nova and OpenStack Neutron: 

● OpenStack Nova and Neutron were modified to support two extra VIF plugging methods: 
Agilio Passthrough and Agilio Relay. 

● The OvS Mechanism driver was extended to support three separate agents: 
○ Standard OvS 
○ Agilio Passthrough 
○ Agilio Relay 

● Depending on which agent is running on a compute node, Nova will employ the 
corresponding plugging code. 

In addition, the Fuel Agent and mcollective were modified to recognise the Agilio OvS 
representative netdevs. 

4. Physical and Logical Network Topology 
This solution supports the physical and logical topology of the Open vSwitch ML2 plugin 
configured without security groups. Consult the Agilio OvS documentation to determine which 
types of overlay networks support acceleration. This guide will assume that Neutron with 
tunneling segmentation has been chosen as the network configuration.  



5. Installation and Configuration 

5.1 Environment Preparation 
At least one Compute node with an Agilio adaptor is required. 

5.2 MOS Installation 

Set up the Fuel orchestration server 
 

● Download Mirantis Fuel 8.0 from https://software.mirantis.com/releases/ 
 

● Download the Agilio OvS 2.2 Fuel tarball ( agilio-ovs-2.2*-fuel.tar.gz) from the 
Agilio OvS Software Release 2.2 section at https://support.netronome.com . 

 
Install Fuel on a VM or on an orchestration machine. Note: The standard Mirantis install steps are 
followed. The Fuel orchestration machine must be able to serve PXE boot images to clients 
attached to its network interface. 
 
Verify that a normal OpenStack cloud can be installed by following the install guide: 
https://docs.mirantis.com/openstack/fuel/fuel-8.0/quickstart-guide.html 

Customize the Fuel orchestration server 
 
Extract the agilio-ovs-2.2*-fuel.tar.gz tarball and copy the contents in the 
extracted directory agilio-ovs-2.2*-fuel/ to the /root/ directory of the Fuel 
orchestration server. 
 
Contents of agilio-ovs-2.2*-fuel.tar.gz: 
 

● Files to be deployed on the compute nodes with Agilio OvS: 
 

enable_agilio_passthrough.sh 

enable_agilio_relay.sh 

 
● Installation scripts for the Fuel master node: 

 
00_backup_settings.sh: backs up configuration files to be modified 
01_install_agilio_master_node.sh: installs the deb repo on the master node 
and updates the mcollective docker image 
02_generate_bootstrap.sh: script to generate a bootstrap image with Agilio OvS 
drivers loaded 
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● Utility scripts: 
 

forward.sh: Sample firewall configuration to allow the Fuel master node to act as a 
gateway 
update_yaml/: Utility scripts that updates the bootstrap yaml config 

 
● Resource packages: 

 
agilio_master_node.tar: contains the resource files required for the Fuel master 
node setup 
fuel_puppet_config.tar.bz2: example puppet configuration files for the Fuel 
master node 
cirros-x86_64-nfp_netvf.img: minimal cirros image with nfp_netvf netdev 

 

Installation steps on the Fuel master node 
 

1. Run 00_backup_settings.sh to make a backup copy of the configuration files that 
will be modified during this install. This will make a backup of a number of files in /etc, 
leaving a copy in a file with the .orig suffix. If the backup file exists, it will not be 
overwritten. 
 

2. Run 01_install_agilio_master_node.sh in order to extract the resources, 
update the mcollective docker image and enable the agilio repo on the master node. 
 

3. The Fuel puppet scripts require modification to disable security groups. 
fuel_puppet_config.tar.bz2 contains the updated files: they can be reviewed and 
used to replace the puppet scripts on the Fuel orchestration server. 
 

4. After these scripts have been updated, they can be applied by running: 
fuel rel --sync-deployment-tasks --dir /etc/puppet/ 

 
5. Run 02_generate_bootstrap.sh to generate and apply a Fuel bootstrap image 

containing the Agilio OvS drivers. Note that this operation will take a long time and 
requires access to upstream repositories. This process requires a large amount of 
temporary workspace, allow for 2GB of free space. 

Update the firmware (if necessary) on the Agilio compute nodes 
 
After the bootstrap image has been updated, and the Fuel slave nodes have been booted using 
this image, they should be discovered by the Fuel master node. 
 



The command “ fuel nodes” can be used to determine the management IP addresses of the 
compute nodes. Use this IP address to access the root shell of the compute nodes. 
 
If required, execute nfp-update-flash.sh on the nodes. 
NOTE: Do not interrupt this process. 

Create a new cloud 
 
When creating a new OpenStack Environment, make sure to choose the following configuration 
options: 
 

In ‘Create a new OpenStack environment -> Networking Setup’: 
Choose ‘Neutron with tunneling segmentation’ 

 
 
 
  



In ‘OpenStack Environment Dashboard -> Settings -> General’: 
Add an additional repo named ‘agilio’ with priority 1200: 

deb http://10.20.0.2:8080/agilio_repo/ubuntu trusty main 
(Replace the IP address with the corresponding address used during the Fuel master node 
install.) 

 
  
Add the following to the default kernel parameters: 
◦ For Passthrough Acceleration 

intel_iommu=on 

◦ For VirtIO Relay Acceleration 
hugepagesz=2M hugepages=8192 default_hugepagesz=2M 

(Modify the hugepage parameters to suit your install) 
 

 
  



In ‘OpenStack Environment Dashboard -> Settings -> Compute’: 
Enable KVM as the Hypervisor type 

 
 
In ‘OpenStack Environment Dashboard -> Network Settings -> Other’: 
Enable Neutron L2 population under ‘Neutron Advanced Configuration’ 

 
 

Note: before provisioning the servers, make sure to run the network connectivity check. If that 
fails, it's unlikely a provisioning run will be successful. 
 

Provision an OpenStack Cloud 
 
Make sure that the correct BIOS settings have been enabled on the compute nodes with Agilio 
hardware. In particular, SR-IOV and Virtualization options need to be activated. 
 
Currently, PXE boot deployment using MOS8.0 has not been tested on Agilio interfaces; a 
secondary management network is recommended for this.  



Activate Agilio acceleration on the compute nodes 
 
The command “ fuel nodes” can be used to determine the management IP addresses of the 
compute nodes. Use this IP address to access the root shell of the compute nodes. 
 
A compute node may be set up in one of two configurations: VFIO passthrough or VirtIO Relay. 

Passthrough acceleration 
 
Copy enable_agilio_passthrough.sh to the node and execute it. 

VirtIO Relay acceleration 
 
Copy enable_agilio_relay.sh to the node and execute it. 
 
Follow the instructions to set up huge page support in: 
https://www.mirantis.com/blog/mirantis-openstack-7-0-nfvi-deployment-guide-huge-pages/ 
 

● On the compute node: 
 
Confirm the required hugepage setup on the kernel command-line 
set KVM_HUGEPAGES=1 in /etc/default/qemu-kvm 
run update-grub2 and update-initramfs -u 
 

● On the control node: 
 
Follow the instructions to set up a flavor that supports hugepages in the link above. 

Endpoint configuration 
 
Depending on the configuration, it might be useful to change the configuration of the tunnel 
endpoints to move them off the Linux bridge set up by Fuel. 
 
This can be done by modifying the interfaces configured at: 

/etc/network/interfaces.d/ifcfg-* 
 
Note that adding or removing interfaces might change the status of the Fuel slave node to 
“discover”. OpenStack operation of the cloud should not be affected. 
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Spawn instances 
 
A minimal cirros image with the nfp_netvf driver can be uploaded to test network connectivity of 
new instances. Copy the cirros-x86_64-nfp_netvf.img image to the control node, and 
enter the following commands: 
 
    source openrc 
    glance image-create --name cirros-nfp --disk-format qcow2 \ 

           --container-format bare --file cirros-x86_64-nfp_netvf.img \ 

           --property visibility=public 

 
Instances on compute nodes with passthrough acceleration will now spawn with Agilio VFs 
passed through instead of virtio netdevs. VM images require the nfp_netvf driver available in 
nfp-bsp-release-2015.11-dkms_*_all.deb in the /root/agilio_debs directory 
on the Fuel orchestration server. 
 
Instances on compute nodes with virtio relay acceleration will spawn using vhost-user. Internally 
the VM's will have virtio NICs, requiring no additional drivers. 

5.3 Health Check Results 
When running a health check on a cloud configured with passthrough acceleration, snapshotting 
and suspending VM’s is expected to fail because the VM’s have direct hardware access. With 
VirtIO Relay acceleration, these operations will complete successfully. Consult Appendix A for an 
example run. 
 

OpenStack Release Liberty on Ubuntu 14.04 

Compute KVM 

Network Neutron with tunneling segmentation 

 
 

5.4 Limitations 
Tuning is required, in particular CPU and memory pinning, in order to provide optimal 
performance. Consult the Agilio OvS user’s guide for more information in this regard. 
Passthrough acceleration prohibits Live Migration.  
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